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New A Tally of Types by Stanley Morison Paperback Book English. The Tally of Types was first circulated in a privately printed edition in 1953, achieving a fame and influence wholly disproportionate to the comparatively small. A Tally of Types - Cambridge University Press A Tally of Types - YouTube A Tally of Types: With Additions by Several Hands; And. - BookLikes 7 Jun 1973. Available in: Paperback, Hardcover. One of the major statements of typographical practice of its time. antikvariat.net - Morison: A Tally of Types Finally available again after many years, A Tally of Types discusses twenty different faces, many cut under Morison's direct supervision, and most of them now. A Tally of Types: Amazon.de: Stanley Morison: Fremdsprachige 7 Nov 2015 - 1 min. Uploaded by Hayata http://ch.montfla.xyz/?book=0521200431 A Tally of Types. A Tally of Types - Stanley Morison - Google Books This book provides a great insight into the history and design of type, and quite a bit of the commentary is useful even today. Morison is well known, of course, A Tally of Types: With Additions by Several Hands; And With a New Introduction by Mike Parker by Stanley Morison, Brooke Crutchley (editor), Mike Parker. A Tally of Types by Stanley Morison 9780521097864 Paperback. New edition, supplemented. (Appleton no.190a). Edited by Brooke Crutchley. An account of types cut by Morison while at the Monotype Corporation. This new A tally of types UTS Library - Search catalogue A Tally of Types is a book in the field of typography, authored by the type designer Stanley Morison in 1953, showcasing significant typeface designs produced. A Tally Of Types - Dubdog Cambridge: At the University Press, 1973 Hardcover Collectible: Like New LIMITED EDITION of 300 copies, this is copy number 72. 8vo. 10 1/2 x 6 3/4 inches. New edition, supplemented. (Appleton no.190a). Edited by Brooke Crutchley. An account of types cut by Morison while at the Monotype Corporation. This new ABAA A Tally of Types by Stanley Morison, With Additions by . 1 May 1999. A Tally of Types has 11 ratings and 1 review. spoko said: This book provides a great insight into the history and design of type, and quite a bit of A Tally of Types, with Additions by Several Hands: Stanley Morison. The Tally of Types was first circulated in a privately printed edition in 1953, achieving a fame and influence wholly disproportionate to the comparatively small. A TALLY OF TYPES Stanley Morison The Tally of Types was first circulated in a privately printed edition in 1953, achieving a fame and influence wholly disproportionate to the comparatively small. A Tally of Types by Stanley Morison The Tally of Types was first circulated in a privately printed edition in 1953, achieving a fame and influence wholly disproportionate to the comparatively small. A Tally of Types: Amazon.co.uk: Stanley Morison: 9780521097864 Buy A Tally of Types by Stanley Morison (ISBN: 9780521097864) from Amazon's Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. A Tally of Types: With Additions by Several Hands. - Goodreads The Tally of Types was first circulated in a privately printed edition in 1953, achieving a fame and influence wholly disproportionate to the comparatively small. A Tally of Types - Google Books Result A tally of types cut for machine composition and introduced at the University Press, Cambridge, 1922-1932. Author/Creator: Morison, Stanley, 1889-1967. A Tally of Types Cut for Machine Composition and Introduced at the. Trove one search. a wealth of information A tally of types : with additions by several hands / by Stanley Morison; edited by Brooke Crutchley Morison, Stanley. A TALLY OF TYPES Stanley Morison - Oak Knoll Books. ?Get this from a library! A tally of types. [Stanley Morison] A Tally of Types (Paperback), Morison, Stanley, Crutchley, Brooke in Books, Comics & Magazines, Non-Fiction, Other Non-Fiction eBay. Morison (Stanley) - A Tally of Types. With additions by several hands A Tally of Types, with Additions by Several Hands [Stanley Morison, Brooke Crutchley] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Tally of Types A tally of types : with additions by several hands / by Stanley Morison; A Tally of Types Cut for Machine Composition and Introduced at the. Trove one search. a wealth of information A tally of types : with additions by several hands / by Stanley Morison; A Tally of Types Cut for Machine Composition and Introduced at the University Press, Cambridge 1922-1932. - is available online at Blackwell rare bookshop A Tally of Types: Stanley Morison: 9780521097864: Books. +1.000.000 antiquarian books in Scandinavia - Morison: A Tally of Types. A tally of types cut for machine composition and introduced at the. A tally of types UTS Library. Author: Morison, Stanley 1889-1967; Publisher: Cambridge [Eng.] : University Press, 1973; Subject: Type and type-founding A Tally of Types - Better World Books A Tally of Types by Stanley Morison. With additions by several hands, edited by Brooke Crutchley. Royal 8vo, enlarged edition, 26cm, pp.138, Cambridge: At the. A Tally of Types (Paperback), Morison, Stanley, Crutchley, Brooke. A Tally of Types - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Shop for A Tally of Types by Stanley Morison, Brooke Crutchley, Mike Parker including information and reviews. Find new and used A Tally of Types on A Tally of Types - David R. Godine, Publisher [STANLEY MORISON]: A TALLY OF TYPES., Cambridge (450) 15 Apr 2014. I have just posted some scans from A Tally Of Types over on The Small Letter. This book has greatly added to my research into Stanley Morison. A Tally Of Types - AbeBooks Description. The Tally of Types was first circulated in a privately printed edition in 1953, achieving a fame and influence wholly disproportionate to the A tally of types. (Book. 1973) [WorldCat.org] Bid Live on Lot 136 in the Books & Ephemera Sale - Live Bidding all Day One - Day 2 Lots 1200-1472 (Ephemera, Atlases, Maps) commencing approx 12.30pm